INTRODUCTION
In a recent memoir [13] we extended part of Harish-Chandra's theory of harmonic analysis [5, 6, 7] to a class of reductive Lie groups that includes all semisimple groups, and we worked out geometric realizations for the corresponding unitary representation classes on certain partially holomorphic cohomology spaces. Here we realize those representation classes on Hilbert spaces of square integrable partially harmonic spinors. This extends results of R. Parthasarathy [ll] and W. Schmid (unpublished) from the case of discrete series representations of connected linear semisimple Lie groups. See [14] for another special case.
In Section 1 we review the structure, representation theory and Plancherel formula for our class of reductive Lie groups G. There is a series ~[~w.crl: v E it* consistent with [x] E Z,(M*)^ and u E a*} of unitary representation classes associated to any conjugacy class of Cartan subgroups H C G. Here H = T x A where T is the anisotropic component, lower case german letters denote Lie algebras, and Z,(R) means the Q-centralizer of R. That series is called the H-series. Plancherel measure of G is concentrated on the union of the various H-series. Important facts: (i) rx,,,,(Casimir) = 11 u [I2 + 11 0 iI2 -11 p II2 where p is half the sum of the positive roots, and (ii) if c is a number then the set of all irreducible unitary representation classes [n] E G not of the "relative discrete series," such that T(Casimir) = c, has Plancherel measure zero.
In Section 2 we construct the Hilbert spaces of square integrable partially harmonic spinors on which an H-series class [7rx,,,,] will be realized. Let P = MAN cuspidal parabolic subgroup of G associated to H = T x A. Consider the G-equivariant fibration p: X = G/UAN -+ GIMtAN = Z where Mt = Z,(M")Mo and U is the maximal compactly embedded subgroup of Mt that contains T. The fibres Y, = p-'(x) are oriented riemannian symmetric spaces of noncompact type. 9f -+ X are the G-homogeneous bundles whose every Y,-restriction are the half spin bundles there. If [p] E 0 and (T E a* we have the G-homogeneous bundle VU,, -+ X associated to the representation uan -+ eQa+i"(a) p(u) of UAN where pa is half the sum of the positive a-roots of g. The Dirac operators of the yU,O Ir fit together to form a G-invariant first-order essentially self-adjdint operator D = D+ @ D-where D*: L,(9* @ V& -+L2(YF @ Vfi,U). Then G has a natural action n$,., on the space of VU,,-valued square integrable partially harmonic spinors on X, and rrf ~,~ is a unitary representation.
In Section 3 we work out a formula for D2 on L,(9'* @ 9&) in terms of the Casimir operator of M. This formula is of crucial importance in the identification of the [rr&] .
In Section 4 we more or less identify the [z-&J. The Plancherel formula recalled in Section 1 is combined with the formula of Section 3 to show that [T&J is a finite sum of H-series classes of the form bx,~,ol where: (9 [tLl = Lx 0 POI using U = Z,(M")Uo, (ii) p" has highest weight v + Pt.,,/,, , and (iii) 11 fi /I2 = 11 Y + Pt II2 where Pt (respectively, Pt.,,,J is half the sum of the positive (respectively, The reader will note that we make considerable use of ideas from [6, 10, 11 , and 131.
UNITARY REPRESENTATIONS OF REDUCTIVE LIE GROUPS
We review the representation theory [13, Sects. 2, 3, 4, 51 for a class of reductive Lie groups that contains all the connected semisimple groups and has certain hereditary properties convenient for harmonic analysis. If G is a group in that class, there is a series of unitary representations associated to every conjugacy class of Cartan subgroups. Those series of representations support the Plancherel measure of G. In Section 4. we will realize those representations on Hilbert spaces of square integrable partially harmonic spinors with values in certain G-homogeneous vector bundles.
In Section 1.1 we recall the general notion and basic facts concerning relative 'discrete series representations. Then we specify our class of reductive Lie groups in Section 1.2, and in Section 1.3 we specify the relative discrete series for the groups in that class. The relative discrete series is building block both for the other series and for the geometric realizations.
In Section 1.4 we go over the structure theory of cuspidal parabolic subgroups associated to a Cartan subgroup H of a reductive Lie group G in our class. The corresponding "H-series" of unitary representation classes of G is described in Section 1.5. Then in Section 1.6 we give the Plancherel Formula for G using the distribution characters of the various H-series of representation classes.
The material of Section 1 is our extension [13, Sects. 2, 3, 4, 51 of some results of Harish-Chandra [5, 6 , 71.
General Notion of Relative Discrete Series
Let G be a unimodular locally compact group and 2 a closed normal abelian subgroup. e denotes the set of all equivalence classes Every 5 E 2 specifies a Hilbert space 4WZ, 5) = If: G -+ C:fb) = SWf(g) and s,,, IfW" 4gZ) < ml
where f is measurable and we identify functions that agree a.e. G.
L&G/Z, 5) is representation space for ZLG = kid,,,(<). Induction by stages relates the left regular representations P of 2 and P of G:
That gives a direct integral decomposition L,(G) = j$GIZ, 5) 4
for lG = I 2 lcG d5.
(1.1.3b)
Let 5 E 2 and denote G, = {[r] E G: 5 C 7~ I,>. Thus ZcG is a direct integral over G< . A class [r] E % is t;-discrete if rr is equivalent to a subrepresentation of I, G. The c-discrete classes form the ~-discrete series l$-disc C eL of G. The relative (to 2) discrete series of G is edisc = WE& db-diso * If Z is compact then GdiSc is the discrete series of G in the ordinary (subrepresentation of P) sense.
If ml ' edisc then its coefficients satisfy 1 f4,+ 1 EL,(G/Z). In effect, bl E G-disc . , both in ~i-disc, then (fd,& , f6,,*,) = 0 for +,# E H, and +', $' E H,,, . These results are due to R. Godement [2] (see [I, Sect. 14]), H arish-Chandra [3] , and M. Rieffel [12] in varying degrees of generality. If Z = {I} and G is compact, they reduce to the classical Frobenius-Schur Relations.
A Class of Reductive Lie Groups
From now on, G is a reductive Lie group. Thus its Lie algebra g = c @ g1 where c is the center and gi = [g, g] is semisimple. We suppose if g E G then ad(g) is an inner automorphism on ge .
(1.2.1)
As usual, GO is the identity component of G and Z,(GO) is its G-centralizer.
Then (1.2.1) says that G/Z,(GO) is a subgroup of the linear algebraic group Int(g,). Note that G/Zc(GO) has finite index in the real form {Y E Ws2): Y(S) = g>-We further assume that G has a closed normal abelian subgroup Z such that Z C Z,(GO), / G/ZGO 1 < co and Z n Go is cocompact in Z,, . (1.2.2)
Here Z,, is the center of Go. If 1 G/Go 1 < co then Z,, satisfies (1.2.2). In any case, Gdiso is independent of choice of subgroup 2 C G that satisfies (1.2.2). Denote
Then (1.2.2) g ives ZG" C G+ and forces Z,(GO)/Z to be compact.
From now on, the reductive Lie group G satisfies (1.2.1) and (1.2.2). We recall some general results of Harish-Chandra, slightly extended [13, Sect. 3 .21 to G. Choose Choose a Cartan subalgebra h C g and let I&) denote the algebra of polynomials on hc* invariant by the Weyl group W(gc , ljc). Then p EL'. If X EL', define the sign (-l)gtA) by
Step We specialize to the H-series. In analogy to the situation of Section 1.3, ti&isO consists of the classes [QJ constructed as follows. Let Lt = {v E it*: ey is well defined on TO}. (
Then Harish-Chandra's Plancherel Formula [6, 71 goes over to G as follows.
There are unique Bore1 functions mjsc,v on aj*, 1 <.<j < 1 and v EL;,<) with the following properties.
(1) The mi,c,v are equivariant for the action of the Weyl group W% fQ- * Later the $, will be seen to realize the various nondegenerate seiik representations of G.
1.n Section 2.1 we recall the Clifford algebra construction for spin groups and spin representations.
Then in Section 2.2 we discuss generalized riemannian spin structures and the corresponding notions of spin bundle, Dirac operator and harmonic spinor. These concepts are extended to measurable families of riemannian manifolds in Section 2.3. Finally in Section 2.4 we specialize to the situation of representations of reductive Lie groups.
. Spin Construction
We recall the Clifford algebra construction for spin groups and spin representations. See [14, Section 11 .
Let E be a real n-dimensional vector space with positive definite inner product (e, e'). If ( ei is an orthonormal basis, then the Clz$Tord } a&bra is the real associative algebra CZ(E) with generators and relations ej.ej--1 and ej*e,$e,*e,=O for 1 <i<n., 1 <j<k,(n. (2.1.1) Cl(E) has basis {ejl * em* * eik: 1 < jr < .h* < j, < n>, hence dimension 2". It is &-graded by the subspaces CP(E) spanned by the e& * **. * ejk with (-l)k = 61. CZ(E) carries an involutive automorphism x -+ x given by eil . *** . eik + (-l)k eik * *** * eil . The spin group of E is the multiplicative group Spin(E) = Spin(n) = {x E U+(E): XX = 1 and x . E . % = E). 
Riemannian Spin Structure
Y is an oriented n-dimensional riemannian manifold. We discuss a generalization of the classical notion of spin structure and the corresponding notions of spin bundle, Dirac operator and harmonic spinor. Compare [14] . 
Measurable Families of Riemannian Spin Manifolds
We consider a measurable family of oriented riemannian n-manifolds and extend the notions of Section 2.2. Thus we discuss partial spin structures and the corresponding notions of partial spin bundle, partial Dirac operator and partially harmonic spinor.
By measurable family of differentiable manifolds we mean p: X --+ 2 locally trivial Bore1 fibre space (2. In practice, p: X --+ 2 will be a Cm fibre bundle. Fix a measurable family p: X -+ 2 of differentiable manifolds. By partially C" Jibre bundle over X we mean a locally trivial Bore1 fibre space W + X such that all the W jy, -+ Y, are C" fibre bundles with the same structure group. Then partially C" section means a Bore1 section that is C" over each Y, . The case of the product bundle X x C + X gives us the notion of partially C" function: Bore1 function f: X ---t C such that each f ly, is C".
Let us denote rz + Y,: complexified tangent bundle.
We define the partial tangent bundle to be sW5lz-3
Iff is a partially C" function on X, each differential d(f ly,): rS -+ C is C". The dzfferential off is df: 9--+ C defined by (df)l~z = d(f 1~~).
We give y the smallest Bore1 structure such that, if f is a partially C" function on X then df is a Bore1 function on 3. Combining local triviality of X + 2 with local triviality of the yS -+ Y, , one sees that 9-+ X is a locally trivial Bore1 fibre space. Thus the partial tangent bundle is a partially C" fibre bundle. Let 6 be a geometric structure, e.g., riemannian. By measurabze family of B-manifolds we mean a measurable family p: X --t Z of differentiable manifolds, and a collection of partially C" fibre bundles and partially C" sections over X whose restrictions to each Y, define an G-structure there. For example, a measurable family of riemannian manifolds comes from the partial tangent bundle y + X by an appropriate choice of partially C" section of y* Q 9;"; the section will be a Bore1 assignment of hermitian metrics on the rS 3 Y, .
We now fix a measurable family p: X -+ Z of oriented n-dimensional riemannian manifolds and a Lie group homomorphism ar: U + SO(n) that factors U A Spin(n) --JL SO(n). (2.3.
2)
The union of the oriented orthonormal frame bundles of the Y, = p-'(z) is the partially C" fibre bundle nr: 2F + X partial oriented orthonormal frame bundle with Bore1 structure defined by the maps df: 9 -+ C" for all partially C" functions f on X.
It is a principal SO(n) bundle in the category of Bore1 spaces. Now we define partial riemannian (U, ar)-structure on X to mean a partially C" principal U-bundle nu: SU ---t X with a measurable assignment I'," of connections on the 9" luz -+ Y, such that 7ru = 7T . E with E given by (2.3.2) on each rrU-fibre and (2.3.3a)
6 sends the connection on 4t; 1 Yz to the riemannian connection. There is a unique K-invariant probability measure on 2 = K/U. We denote it dx = d(KU).
If Zt+ is a system of positive fc-roots on m, then n = dim M+/U is twice the number of noncompact roots in ,Z*+. Thus n is even.
Let p be a finite-dimensional unitary representation of U. As in Section 2.3, we have the Hilbert spaces of square integrable VU-valued partial spinors, and the Dirac operators D = D+ @ D-. The YkU are complete riemannian manifolds, so we also have Hilbert spaces H,*($'J of square integrable "&-valued partially harmonic spinors on X. Now we want to realize these Hilbert spaces as unitary G-modules.
Let Z,+ denote the positive a-root system on g such that n is the sum of the negative a-root spaces. As usual, pa = 5 CBEzq+ (dim g@)#, so a acts on n with trace -2p,, . Let Combining these, and noting that k E K was arbitrary, g . p* I Yk.J = P* I Y&U) * g for all k E K.
We conclude that ii,f.,(g) commutes with Dk.
Q.E.D.
The point of this paper is the realization of the H-series of unitary representation classes of G by the representations 7r$,, of G on the ffz*F'kJ- In other words, split g = c @ gi @ +a* @ g+ where c is the center and gi are the simple ideals; then ( , ) is direct sum of an ad(G)-invariant negative definite form on c with positive multiples of the Killing forms of the g$ . We extend ( , ) to gc by linearity, to gc* by duality, and write // x 11' for (x, x). Note that ( , ) is positive definite on it* + a*.
Let L be a reductive subgroup of G, e.g., K A M, U, K or G.
Then 2 denotes the universal enveloping algebra of lo, and Qn, denotes the Casimir element of I! relative to the &restriction of ( , ). Thus if {xi> is an orthogonal basis of I then Qn, = c jl xi j/-2 xi2. 
IfkEKthen
Y kU = p-l(kU) carries the riemannian symmetric space structure whose metric is induced by the ad(k)m-restriction of ( , >. Now choose [CL] E l? and (T E a*, and consider the bundles VUsO -+ X and Y* @ 9& ---f X. In each case we define an operator E on the space of partially C" sections by The half sum of any positive J&-root system on gc exponentiates to a character on H [13, Lemma 4.3.61, and it follows [4] that Pt exponentiates to a character on T. As pt.,,/,, is a weight of s+ * &, now ptsu and pt,mlu exponentiate to characters on T. We now come to the formula for Da. The case where G is a connected linear semisimple group and H is compact, is due to R. Parthasarathy [ 11, Proposition 3.21. The space H,*(9&) of square integrable YU,Cvalued partially harmonic spinors on X, is the (11 v + pt \I2 -11 Pt II"}-eigenspace of 9 on L,( Y* @ YU,a).
The remainder of Section 3 consists of the proof of Theorem 3.1.8.
Proof of Formula
We first prove (3. if i # k f j, First, we conclude that e, * ei is in the Lie algebra spin(e) of Spin(e), thus by dimension that {e6 . ej: 1 < i < j < 2~2) is a basis of epin(e). Second, we conclude that the differential of the vector representation er: Spin(e) -+ SO(e) satisfies v(e,*eJ:e,-+Oifi#k#j, 2e, if k = i, -2ei if k = j.
If x E u then we express (s * a)(x) = &ip,cZ(ei) * cZ(ej). Since o(s(c%(x))) = ad(x) le , the above calculation says Lx? ekl = 1 pideS ' ei)ek = 2j5 Pkiej -2i4k p$keS .
id Thus p,, = (1/2)([x, eJ, ej) for i < j, and (3.2.3b) follows.
We check (3.2.3a). Enumerate Z&,,,,, = {& ,..., 4,). Then S* * Z has weight system (*(qjl + a** + E,+,): ei = 1 or -1 and n l i = Al>, the multiplicity of a weight being the number of ways it can be so expressed. Now Our choice of P specifies the positive a-root system C,+ on g such that n is the sum of the negative a-root spaces. We also choose a positive &-root system Z ++ on mc and decompose it into the subset Z;+, of compact roots and the subset Z&,,,U of noncompact roots, and define pt , pt.u and txmlu to be the respective half-sums of the elements of &+, ZtU and Z.&,,,,, . .Z+ is the positive l&-root system on go that induces Z,+ and C,+. We assume G replaced by a Zaextension if necessary [13, Section 4.31 so that p = *Cvoc+ y exponentiates to a character on H; so then pt , pt,u and pt,mlU exponentiate to characters on T. In particular they are contained in the lattice Lt = (V E it*: ev is well defined on TO}. We can now state our main result. Proof. qu* is contained in the left representation of M on L,(MK 5) 0 s 0 V, > so its irreducible subrepresentations are just its l-discrete subrepresentations. Corollary 3.1.10 and the Plancherel Theorem for i@c force [qU*] to be a discrete sum of classes from @g-disc 9 so 17u* is a subrepresentation of OqU*.
Since ZM" has finite index in M, the restriction (Oq,*) Is,,,,0 = 2 niqi discrete sum with [vi] E (ZMO)d^i,, . Since p is finite-dimensional the restrictionp lzUO = C mipj finite sum with mj < co and [Pi] E (.ZUO)^. Our extension [13, Theorem 2.511 of Kunze's Frobenius Reciprocity Theorem for square integrable representations [9] says that the multiplicities Write mU for that multiplicity. Every mii < co; given j, only finitely many rnij > 0. Note ni = xi m(vi , IndzuOrzMO(~~)) = xi mii . NOW Ct n, = xi (& rn,J < CO, so (Ov,,*) lZMO is a finite sum from (ZMO)dhiisc . As ZM" has finite index in M, it follows that bU* is a finite sum from ii?idisc.
Q.E.D. The analysis of Oq,* is based on The proof is a calculation with (4.2.7) and some character formulas. In order to simplify the calculation we first prove To calculate J we need In summary: Theorem 4.1.1 gives an implicit realization of every H-series unitary representation class of G, and it gives an explicit realization of "most" of those classes.
